Purpose To estimate the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) and/or identify the recommended Phase II dose (RP2D) for combined INC280 and buparlisib in patients with recurrent glioblastoma with homozygous phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN) deletion, mutation or protein loss. Methods This multicenter, open-label, Phase Ib/II study included adult patients with glioblastoma with mesenchymal-epithelial transcription factor (c-Met) amplification. In Phase Ib, patients received INC280 as capsules or tablets in combination with buparlisib. In Phase II, patients received INC280 only. Response was assessed centrally using Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology response criteria for high-grade gliomas. All adverse events (AEs) were recorded and graded. Results 33 patients entered Phase Ib, 32 with altered PTEN. RP2D was not declared due to potential drug-drug interactions, which may have resulted in lack of efficacy; thus, Phase II, including 10 patients, was continued with INC280 monotherapy only. Best response was stable disease in 30% of patients. In the selected patient population, enrollment was halted due to limited activity with INC280 monotherapy. In Phase Ib, the most common treatment-related AEs were fatigue (36.4%), nausea (30.3%) and increased alanine aminotransferase (30.3%). MTD was identified at INC280 Tab 300 mg twice daily + buparlisib 80 mg once daily. In Phase II, the most common AEs were headache (40.0%), constipation (30.0%), fatigue (30.0%) and increased lipase (30.0%). Conclusion The combination of INC280/buparlisib resulted in no clear activity in patients with recurrent PTEN-deficient glioblastoma. More stringent molecular selection strategies might produce better outcomes. Trial registration: NCT01870726.
Introduction
Glioblastomas are the most common type of brain tumor and generally have a limited response to available therapies [1] . Even when optimally managed with combined chemo-irradiation, patients with glioblastomas have poor outcomes [2] with a median survival of 14-16 months in study cohorts. Available options for recurrent or progressive tumors are limited and novel therapeutic options are urgently needed. Glioblastoma growth is driven by aberrant activity of one or more signaling pathways. Dysregulation of the proto-oncogene MET (c-Met), and the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) signaling pathways are frequent in glioblastoma [3, 4] . Preclinical and translational studies have indicated that activation of MET and PI3K signaling are important in tumor initiation and maintenance [5] . Inhibition of MET can have potent anti-tumor effects, including regression of human glioblastoma tumor xenografts [6, 7] . Loss of phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), a negative regulator of PI3K, by mutation or gene deletion is the most common form of PI3K pathway dysregulation, occurring in around 25-44% of all glioblastomas [3, 8] . With complex genetic alterations in glioblastomas, blocking only one pathway may be insufficient to fully impede cancer cell growth, thus, combining therapies that strategically target multiple pathways may improve clinical outcomes in patients who fail first-or second-line treatment for recurrent glioblastoma.
In preclinical models, buparlisib (BKM120), a PI3K inhibitor, has been combined with INC280 (capmatinib), a MET inhibitor, and synergy between the two agents has been observed in PTEN-null glioblastoma cell lines that express hepatocyte growth factor (HGF; data not shown). In addition, in an in vivo model of a human glioblastoma xenograft with a PTEN mutation and HGF expression (presumably leading to autocrine MET activation), the combination of these two agents was significantly more efficacious than either agent alone (Supplemental Fig. 1 ). INC280 has also demonstrated preclinical and clinical activity in tumors with MET dysregulation [9] [10] [11] [12] . Buparlisib has demonstrated activity in tumors with PI3K activation [13] [14] [15] .
Here we report results from a multicenter, open-label, Phase Ib/II study. The aim of the Phase Ib part was to estimate the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) and/or to identify the recommended Phase II dose (RP2D) for the combination of INC280 and buparlisib, followed by the Phase II part to assess the clinical efficacy of INC280 as a single agent and in combination with buparlisib, and to further assess the safety.
In addition, a surgical arm (which comprised patients that were candidates for surgical resection) was planned to determine the pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) profile of the study drug combination in patients undergoing tumor resection for recurrent glioblastoma after 7 to 10 days of treatment. Because the RP2D for the combination was not declared, the Phase II was conducted with INC280 monotherapy only.
Materials and methods

Study design and conduct
For the Phase Ib part, adults (≥ 18 years) with recurrent glioblastoma and documented homozygous PTEN deletion, PTEN mutation or protein loss assessed with immunohistochemistry (IHC) for PTEN (H score < 10) were eligible for enrollment in this study, which was confirmed by local documentation or central assessment. For the Phase II part, patients were pre-screened for MET verified centrally by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) first and, if the gene copy number (GCN) was > 5, were allocated to the INC280 single agent arm. Patients with tumours harbouring fusion transcripts or mutant MET were eligible after documented agreement with the sponsor. Patients with GCN ≤ 5 were pre-screened for PTEN and were planned to be allocated to the combination arm of INC280 with buparlisib (although this arm was never activated; Supplemental Fig. 2 ).
Phase I single agent trials have determined the MTD and RP2D of buparlisib to be 100 mg/day [16, 17] . Additional key inclusion criteria were Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status (ECOG PS) ≤ 2; histologically confirmed glioblastoma regardless of IDH status, radiologically proven relapse according to the Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology (RANO) criteria [18] , ≤ 2 prior systemic therapies; prior treatment with vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) directed therapy was allowed. Key exclusion criteria included pregnancy, prior/current treatment with MET inhibitor or HGF-targeted therapy, prior/current PI3K inhibitors, or mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitors, active cardiac disease or other cardiac abnormalities, gastrointestinal disease or impairment that could significantly alter drug absorption, and history of psychological impairment.
In the Phase Ib part, patients were enrolled into one of six dosing cohorts based on human safety, PK and preclinical PK-efficacy data to receive INC280 as either oral capsules (Cap) or tablets (Tab). The film-coated Tab formulation was developed to improve patient convenience and consequently, compliance. The Tab formulation provides higher exposure than the Cap; the Tab dose was calculated to achieve a comparable exposure rate to the INC280 Cap. Dose escalation of the combination treatment was guided by a Bayesian logistic regression model (BLRM) in order to monitor patient safety. The switch from INC280 Cap to Tab occurred at the start of cohort 5.
The protocol was amended during Phase Ib to allow for a change in local pre-screening to be performed during the dose escalation; a threshold for PTEN negativity of an H score < 10 for PTEN IHC was introduced to align with the threshold currently used by the central laboratory that was based on the medical literature [19] .
All patients in Phase II received INC280 monotherapy over a 28-day cycle. Treatment continued until unacceptable toxicity, disease progression or discontinuation at the discretion of the Investigator, or by withdrawal of patient consent. Dose adjustments were permitted to manage treatment-related toxicities.
A protocol amendment was also made during Phase II of the study in which an INC280-monotherapy arm was introduced to investigate single-agent INC280 in glioblastoma patients with altered MET (amplified GCN > 5, fusion or mutant). The inclusion criterion was modified to add 'MET amplification by FISH (fusion transcripts or mutant MET may be eligible after discussion with the sponsor)'.
Primary objectives
The primary objective of Phase Ib was to establish the MTD and to identify the RP2D for the combination of INC280 and buparlisib. The primary objective of Phase II was to assess the clinical efficacy and safety of INC280 alone and in combination with buparlisib; and for the surgical arm, the objective was to determine the PK/PD characteristics of the combination of INC280 and buparlisib. This analysis was not performed, as the Phase II part was limited to INC280 monotherapy in MET-amplified glioblastoma based on PK findings of Phase Ib.
Assessments
Tumor response and progression was assessed using the RANO Working Group response criteria for high-grade gliomas [18] . The radiological evaluation was reviewed centrally. Magnetic resonance imaging and clinical presentation were evaluated at baseline and repeated at 8-week intervals during the study until disease progression, the start of another antineoplastic treatment, or death.
All adverse events (AEs) were recorded and graded according to the Common Terminology Criteria for AEs (CTCAE) version 4.03 at every visit. AE monitoring continued for at least 30 days following the last dose of study treatment. Complete physical examinations and assessment of vital signs were performed on scheduled days. When dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) occurred, study treatment was interrupted and the toxicity was managed according to prespecified criteria. Blood samples were collected for INC280 and buparlisib PK analysis.
Results
Patient characteristics
Patient demographics and baseline characteristics
In Phase Ib, patients (n = 33) were primarily male (72.7%), Caucasian (87.9%), with a median age of 59.0 years ( Table 1 ). All except one patient had altered PTEN (deletion, mutation or protein loss). One patient had PTEN-positive IHC and no PI3K mutations, but was included based on detection of MET amplification by the investigator's institution. Patients were entered into one of the following dose cohorts: INC280 Cap 200, 400, or 500 mg twice daily (BID) + 50 mg buparlisib once daily (QD); INC280 Cap 500 mg BID + 80 mg buparlisib QD; or INC280 Tab 300 or 400 mg BID + 80 mg buparlisib QD.
Ten patients entered the INC280 monotherapy arm (Phase II) (median age 48 years; 70% women, 90% Caucasian; Table 1 ). From 1st June 2015, 148 patients were screened for entry into the Phase II of this study; 10 patients (6.76%) were treated.
Biomarkers
In Phase II, patients had a range of MET gene copy number and co-occurring genetic alterations assessed by next generation sequencing (NGS using the Foundation Medicine T7 panel; summarized in Table 2 ). Further analysis of MET copy number status by NGS in 9 of the 10 Phase II patients revealed that 7/9 showed broad copy number gain of a chromosomal region containing the MET gene, with copy numbers in the range of 4 to 6. Only 2/9 tumors (Patients 002 and 004) showed evidence for focal amplification of the MET gene, with copy number ≥ 9. In line with these observations, the two tumors with focal MET amplification displayed a MET:CEP-7 ratio in the FISH assay of around 5. This ratio was lower (average ~ 1.7) in the 7 tumors with broad copy number gain, with the exception of one tumor (Patient 010) with a marked discrepancy between copy number by FISH and NGS (20 vs. 4 without any evidence of focality in either case). Despite the selection of MET FISH copy number ≥ 5, MET protein expression, as assessed by IHC, was relatively low across tumor samples ( Fig. 1 ). The range of MET gene copy numbers and genetic alterations in the Phase Ib is shown in Table 3 . In terms of exposure to INC280, the average mean daily dose (± standard deviation, SD) for all patients in the Phase II part of this study was 754.1 mg (± 125.21), with a cumulative dose of 54,220.0 mg (± 43,045.24). 
Pharmacokinetics
During Phase Ib, the target exposures for both drugs in the combination therapy were not met in the combination treatment arm. Compared with data from single-agent treatment studies, the exposures of INC280 and buparlisib were significantly lower when dosed in combination ( Table 5 ). Compared with single-agent INC280 (CINC280A2201, data on file), the area under the curve (AUC) of INC280 400 mg BID in combination with buparlisib 80 mg QID was 0.73-fold. Compared with single-agent buparlisib [17] , the AUC of buparlisib 80 mg QD in combination with INC280 400 mg BID was 0.38-fold. The mechanism for this reduced exposure is not known at present but the possibility of drug-drug interaction cannot be ignored. AUCs and other pharmacokinetic parameters are presented in Table 5 .
Efficacy
Overall efficacy
The combination of INC280 + buparlisib demonstrated very limited activity in these 33 patients with PTEN-altered glioblastoma. RP2D was not declared due to potential drug-drug interactions and hence a low drug exposure, which may have resulted in lack of observed efficacy with the INC280 and buparlisib drug combination in Phase Ib. Consequently, the combination arms planned for Phase II were not initiated.
In the Phase II INC280 monotherapy arm, 10 patients were enrolled. No patient achieved partial (PR) or complete response (CR). Best response of stable disease (SD) was observed in 3 of 10 patients (30.0%) in Phase II, and lasted between 16-20 weeks from the start of treatment until disease progression, similar to the exposure time ( Fig. 1 ). Due to the limited activity observed with INC280 monotherapy (400 mg BID Tab) in this population of patients with recurrent glioblastoma, the enrollment of patients was halted early after pre-planned futility analysis and the primary endpoint, progression-free survival rate at 6 months, was not assessed due to insufficient sample size.
Efficacy according to biomarkers
All alterations identified and key co-occurring genetic alterations as identified by NGS are shown in Table 2 . Alterations in several genes previously linked to glioblastoma (e.g. PTEN, TP53, EGFR) [3] were detected, along with other mutations of unknown significance. 
Discussion
This study was initially based on the hypothesis that INC280 and buparlisib would have a synergistic antitumor activity in recurrent glioblastoma with concomitant MET and PI3K activation. The safety profile of the combination of INC280 and buparlisib was consistent with the known safety profile of these agents as monotherapies in the oncology setting [10, 11, [20] [21] [22] No new safety signals were identified. One patient experienced a personality change, which is consistent with the know safety profile of buparlisib [20] . RP2D was not declared due to a lack of efficacy in the drug combination, low drug exposure and potential drug-drug interactions in the Phase Ib stage of this trial. During the conduct of this trial, INC280 film-coated Tabs were introduced into the study to improve patient convenience, based on a relative bioavailability study (data on file) in which INC280 Tabs were shown to provide higher drug exposure than Caps. Originally, it was not thought that INC280 or buparlisib would have sufficient single-agent activity to block cancer cell growth due to the complex genetic alterations in glioblastoma. However, while Phase Ib of this trial was in progress, INC280 showed preliminary efficacy signals in two patients with MET amplified recurrent glioblastoma in other trials (unpublished data on file and a patient receiving compassionate use of INC280 + inhibitor LDE225). Additionally, INC280 has shown promising clinical efficacy in non-small-cell lung carcinoma with MET amplification [10] . Based on this emerging clinical evidence, the decision was made to continue with a monotherapy arm only in Phase II to investigate single-agent INC280 in MET amplified glioblastoma patients. For this part of the study, patients were enrolled if their tumors showed a relative MET copy number of ≥ 5, as measured using a FISH assay.
No evidence of activity was observed with INC280 monotherapy in Phase II. However, the majority of Phase II patients had tumors with elevated MET copy number in the context of broad gain of chromosome 7. In addition, MET protein expression in those tumor samples, as measured by IHC, was relatively low despite increased MET gene copy numbers ( Table 2) .
The discrepancy between MET copy number (FISH) and protein expression (IHC) is one that requires careful consideration and highlights the challenges of defining molecular inclusion criteria for clinical trials. Given the small sample size it is difficult to determine the cause of the apparent discrepancy between gene copy number and protein expression. Several possible explanations exist. Sample age may have played a role in the low IHC results as all samples were from archival material (mean [SD] sample age for Phase II of 514 [± 359] days). Discordance between FISH and IHC has been described before for other cancers [23] [24] [25] [26] . Moreover, simple chromosome polysomy does not necessarily lead to increased transcription.
Significant heterogeneity regarding co-occurring genetic alterations was observed across the 10 patients with presumed MET amplification ( Table 2 ). The detected alterations are consistent with the previously described glioblastoma landscape [3] .
Recent and ongoing trials of INC280 in lung cancer and hepatocellular carcinoma are exploring the predictive markers that are suggested by preclinical data. So far, MET exon 14 skipping mutations in lung cancer are emerging as the most robust predictive marker, and the clinical data suggest that both MET copy number and protein overexpression may have predictive value as well, but appropriate cut-offs still need to be established [10, 27, 28] MET exon 14 skipping mutations have also recently been reported in secondary glioblastoma with a frequency of ~ 14%, and at lower frequencies in primary glioblastoma and low-grade glioma [29] . In addition, PTPRZ1-MET fusions were found in secondary glioblastoma, where they can co-occur with MET exon 14 skipping mutations [7, 29] . PTPRZ1-MET and other MET fusions were also reported in pediatric glioblastoma [30] . Preclinical as well as emerging clinical data suggest that brain malignancies with MET mutations and/or fusions are responsive to MET inhibitors [29, 30] . Therefore, optimizing patient selection for investigation of INC280 in glioblastoma may require a more comprehensive characterization of MET molecular abnormalities beyond copy number. Another potential predictive biomarker that should be considered in future trials of MET inhibitors in glioblastoma is HGF expression by the tumor, based on preclinical data [12] . While there is good rationale for targeting MET in glioblastoma, our study illustrates the need for further molecular profiling to identify the subset of patients who may benefit.
INC280 has shown some degree of brain penetration in preclinical species (our unpublished observation), but the extent of brain exposure and MET inhibition in patients with glioblastomas are unknown and may also have affected outcome. Future trials on novel agents should study this systematically early on in the clinical trial program to ensure the target is reached.
To conclude, the combination INC280/buparlisib resulted in reduced exposure of both drugs and no clear signal of activity in recurrent PTEN-deficient glioblastoma. With the assay and cut-off for MET amplification used, no clear activity signal was seen with INC280 single-agent treatment. However, consideration of confounding factors and a more stringent molecular selection strategy could be used to further explore the role of MET inhibitors for the treatment of recurrent glioblastoma.
Study limitations
This study is limited by the lack of data available on the MET GCN cut-off number for molecular selection. We used ≤ 5 as a cut-off based on limited emerging data from other capmatinib trials, and, due to the relatively small and potentially molecularly diverse patient population, we were unable to refine this copy number in the current study. This molecular-based therapy uses 'historical information' because all biopsies to determine MET status were archival, without accounting for the effects of intervening therapy or molecular drift. Thus, it is possible the molecular profile at study entry differed from that extrapolated from the analysis of archival tissue.
